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1. The Union Question Still Bums

That the We-unlon guwtiam irr a -b
one ir
o~~unfromtbeapaceitdlleInthepubkmfadt,the
acrimony of the dimambn and the wlde divergame

of opialon on the subject. Obvtoua also ie the amcludon Wt a eubfwt that can draw upon i t . 2 g0
muoh stteatton, that can pmluce so mmuch amhmy,
end on whkh optnion talrea ao mumy ahsdegtrrtrnfng
from extreme and u n q U e d mpprt through all
InBnDEX of gmtbttms *mas the gamut, to extreme
aad q t a l i t l e d ogpaslEim-nmuot ~ ~ O Q Bbut
B
Be a

vi~one,BtUTce~mtlefbtr~~a~tl~rmethlng
about I t that mtn not dOWg. Fhldly, it i a obvlou~that
such a q a e a t h de#erven attention .- clam, d m
and --and
that tb aolutfon mueC ba grappled
with and f o u n d ~ m i e lDeLeon, In ''Bnmhg Ques#on of Traaea Unimfwn,"

As Daniel De Leon, America's foremost Marxist, emphasized nvcr 53 yenrs ago, trade unionism is
indeed a vital subject-particularly to the workers of
America. Recent events have once again brought It to
the forefront of public attention. And, as usual, the
discussions on this important subject have produced
much more heat andacrimony than fact and logiqthereby emphasizing the need to give the union question
*'close, serious and sober'hconsideration once again, In
fact, it is of tbc utmost importance that this be done,
since the future welfare of the workers of America
(and, in the final analysis, of the world) depends directly !pan a proper and correct evaluation of the nature md character of the unions in existence today, a
proper understanding of the historic mission of unionism and a knowledge of the correct principles of union

organization. It is the purpose of this pamphlet to
deal with these fundamentals.
. ,
Before denling with the$; rnnttci-s rpeeiLally, however, it may be well to point out brieflythat the revelations made by the special Senate Rackets Committee
investigating corrupt practices by various union leaders, etc., were hardy startling to anyone even superadally informd on the nature of the existing unions.
Nor are future revelations likely to be any more
startling. Unfortunately, however, more than anythinp else these revelations have treated the
illualon that there is nothing wrong with today's unions
that the removal of a few corrupt leaders would not
rectify. Actually, thc truth is that corruption among
mion officials Is a result of, not the cause of, what is
vmng n<th these unions, as we sbsll soon sce.
It abu1d also he noted at this point that @e AFL
CIO "merger'? has. created no basic or f d a m e n t a l
change in what passes for the American union movement: It has not hrozrght unity to the labor movement.
AU the evils that existed separate1 in the AFL and
the C10 before tl~c"merger"
remain. Jurisdictional differences, the emphasis on "job control" and
the autmratic mtml of each union by atrwrchcd bureaucrats stiU cr~ntinue.In some instances, the jurisdictional dinpntes have become more bitter than ever.
Thou~hthe national bodin of the &FL tnd the CIO
htive, 'merged,'' most state and local AFL and CTO
units found that thev had jurisdictional and bureaucratic differences that interfered with state- and locallevel "mergers." h Stanley k y expressed it in the
New Yo& Tione$ Tin discussing the failure of he New
York State wits of ehe AFL and CIO to "merge") :
"The main obstacle to merger is a basic dis
agreemeht over organic stmture-meaning jobs

dlf

and power. . . !' - New York Times, Feb. 10,
1957The Socialist Labor Party is, of course, directly
cancerneil with a11 aqtects of the union question. For
the Socialist 1,ahor Party is the strongest advocate of
proper working-class unionism in America, and rlways has been during the 67 years of its existence. But
the Socialist 1,abor Party charges that the present
unions--all of then-are
not wodcing-class unions.
They arc., instead, orpnizations dedicated to principles contrary to the hest interests of the workers. As a
result, they are in fact definite obstructions to the
workers' efforts to free themsolves from the hormrs
of wage slavery and exploitation. And, as we shall
see, the Socialist Labor Party has sound and logical
reasons for this unyielding position.
The union quetion is,-of course, a Iarge one with
many rmportpnt ramificabons. For obvious reasons,
o d y the most essential facts and principles can be dealt
with in this pamphlet. Briefly they may be divided into
the following four majar points :
r. The purpoae and mission af unianism.
1. The goat thar a working-class union must aim
for.
3. The structure and ohjrjectivas of the resent
tmions. (Znctzlding the role of the labor leader.
4. The union organization the workers must e e
tabtish in order ta protect their interests and achieve
their complete emancipation from wage slavery and
exploitation.
- .
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2. Fnudulent Unions
And the Class Struggle
The first question that must be answered is : What
is the mawionof unionism in a fully developed capitalist society? It would be well if we could q l a m in
detail all the basic problems and contradictions that
exist in a fully developed capitalist society such as we
have in the United States. But this wouId be a major
work in itself, far beyond the scope of this pamphlet. For our purpose here, however, it ia necessary
that we emphasize the all-important fact that capi
talism is a class-divided society. One class, c o m p t d
of a small minority, o m and controls ail the socially required means of production and distribution.
This class is the capitalist class. The other dabs, composed of the vast majority, is cmpletely depqved of
nwnership and contrnl of the tools of producbon and
the instruments of distribution. This dam is the working class. In order to live, it must sell itti labor ower,
its ability to work, mentally and manua y, to
the capitalist class. The working class produces all social wealth and performs all necessary social services.
I n return it receives in the form of wages bat a small
fraction ef the wealth it alone produces. The capitalist
class, by virtue of its ownership of the toob, appropri-

B

ates the balance (by far the lnr er poddn) of this
wealth. This process is called q oitation. The workk g dass, driven by stark necessity, strives to increase its
w a y s (its share of the wealth it produces), while the
capshbst class, driven by the profit motive and related

7

economic conipuIsions, constantly strives to increase
the rate of exploitation. The result is an irrepressi,bIe
class struggle for life in capitalist society.
These are wid and economic facts, and not "Socialist propaganda." Daniel De Leon summed
these
facts succinctly and ernphaticdy in his epic ecture,
'What Means This Strike?" as folIows:
"The pregnant point that underlies these
pregnant facts is that between the working claw
and the ca italist class there is an irrepressible
conflict, a c ass struggle for life. No glibtongued
politician can vadt over it; uo capitalist professor
or official statistician can argue it away, no capitalist parson can veil ir; no labor faker can straddle
it; m 'reform' architect can bridge It over. It
crops up in aIt manner of ways, as in this strike, in
ways that disconcert all the plans and all the
schemeas of those who would deny or ignore it. It
is a struggle that wiU net down, and must be ended only by either the t o b l subjugation of the
working class, ar the abolition of the capitalist
class,"

7'
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When we recognize the fact of these social conditions and realazc Ohrir import, the mission of unioaisn~
becomes dear. The union must be an organization that,
first, enabler the workers to resist the constant encroachments of the capit~lbrclass. SecondIy, it must
recognize and accept the fact of the class struggle
and, accordingly, educate the workers in their true
class interests. Thirdly, it must drill the workers in
the necessary self-drcipfie and organizational discipline that will enable them to act in harmony to administer and contml their union organization democratically. F"lnaUy, it must organize the workers as a
1.1a~str, mahle them at the apprqciate time to assume

contam1 of tbc ~inolustiiesand to conduct productian in
their own interests,'wbich are also Wtinterests of society. This, in fa* is &e ewprtme mission of unionism
in a fullv developed apitalint society. This faq further &ntes th<neya?
industrial structure of a
workihg-class uaibh, ap ,wk as,the tactid$ ii must utilize
in working toward ;this goal. Bpt more on,#his later.
First let us lobk more closely a t the unions the W e today and see why thtjr',art not wcprkingdastt brganizations.
.
dii$inally, many of the prcient .untondi at1least
paid. Eip.servicc to the' fact of the
s h g g l e . For
exarnpIe, the constitution of the Amleriqtn Federation
of Labor stated in part: .
,
.
. .
4I
. ..A stm le is goin on in*,d8
d m s of
the ~ivilizedwar
$Id, a stngg e bctwbsaz the capitalist and laborer, which pws in
Gem year
to year, and will w o k dislrstrous.t ~ d t s
to tRe
tailing millions if rbey are n*& kombiined far
mutual prorectiarr. .'!
..
Other unions went even further, nbt ady. sying
lipservice to the fact of the class struggle, but NO d a
hing correctly the t r ~ :mi&=
e
,og unionism. A case
in point is the halgamated Cbthing Workers of
America, which said in the preamble to its constitution :
"The tmnomic 4 r nizztion of labar has hien
kalled into existmtx y the capitaIist system of
prduction, under.which the division between the
ruling class a d the ruled class is based u n tZre
ownemhi of the means of production. T c clzxss
owing t cwc m e ~ ~ 148 the o m that is ding, the
,.elass &at pseesses,.aothi but its labrlr power,
which ia atwryn on the ma et as a commodity, i~
.. the mr;,that is being ruled. A camstapt a d tinsewijrgr;ht~ggIt,i s bbsig waped k m t n rhea mo
.t - . ~ & ~ $X
. nl this s t d e the ,economic organization
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. of labor, the union, is a.mrmral w t a p of offense
and defense in the hands af the workiq class.
The working dass must acce t the princtplm of Industrial Un~onimor it .is L omed to impotence.
?Wi
will eventually lead to a wivcrsal
woski-clam organization, ~&cd along the entire line of the d q s s strug& econamical!y and
p~litically,instead of being split up and d1v3ded
against itself, as it unfortunately is at present,
under the antiquated teachings and methods. For
thr consummation of this great .end the education
of the working class is nwst essential. ?I'hEs must,
therefore, be a very important part of the mission
of the labor movement. Every oppressed class in
history achieved its emanciprrtlon only apen its att h i n g economic supremacy. The same law
Dg,,
ates in the struggle bemeen Capital and La
or.
Thc industrial and inter-industrial or
built upon the wlid mck of dear know edge and
clcls~consrinrrsfiesswill pm the organized working
dass in actual control of the system of production,
and the working class will then be ready to rake
posse~lsionof .it
- Cited in "American Labor
Year Book, 19rg-1920." (Italics mine--N.K.)

...

.. .

...
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1
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Yes, many unions paid lipservice to the fact of
the claw struggle and some even correctly proclaimed
tile mi(ssion and goal of unionism. But for the most
part the workers who joined these early unions had
no clear understandingof the import of the class struggle, although their militant class instinct enabled them
to recognize the need to organize for the purpose of
resisting the encrnzchments of the capitalist class.
Their lack of a clear understanding of the class
struggle made them vulnerable to betrayal. As o result,
it was not long before the carecrists and opportunists

among them began to dominate and cmtroI the unions.
'They explaited the workers' instinct for solidarity and
their sentiment lor unianim in launching their careers
as union bureaucrats. Strike afttr strike, the dedared
chjectives of whidh were higher wages, sbostdr hours
and imprmd working conditions, was settled for
''union shop," ''dosed shop,'' and "checlt43B"agreements with the bosses. And it was these very agreements that enabled the .union leader to entrench himself and assume bureaucratic e ~ n r r dover the union
and its menhership. Control of the jobs through collusive agreements with the employers meant wntrol of
the duerpayers.

3. Eabr Lieutenants
Of the Capidkt Class
Once the union was "recognized"%y the capitalist
and accepted as the oaFciaI jobfilling agency in his industry, the mion was established as a going concern.
The labor leader waa now in the labor-merchandising
husimess. The dass struggle ahd tbe historic mission
of anionism were qui*
forgatten. Instead of emphasizing the class interests of the workers, the union
leadens preached the " M e r h s o d of capital and labor." Instead of advocating the emancipation of the
working class from mgc slavery they accepted capitalism as an eternal system, and "the best of all possible
systems" at that. The unions became, in fact, pro-capitalist jab-trusts. They m c c m t e d on organizing the
jobs. They appealed to the w~rker'sjob-condotasness,
descatribhg the union a a means rrf protecting his jab
from other workera who might be competing for it.
Not onIy did the wnm
i "'protect" them jobs
against the competition of unorganized workers, but
aks against rival UnEons. But while they vigilantly
guarded the jobs within -their own jurisdictions and
control, rhey were eyer on the alert for jurisdictional
"territory" that mdd be succesttfadly invaded.

The labor Ieaders' biggat and most important job
became telling ~JIern~elz*es
to the capitalbt~as upholdrrs n d dtfendr.rj of the prapmty and probt righk of

ths capitalist clrrss, ond as purveyors of docile labor
ready and willing t o be sxploited withost creoting industrr'ul st+.
Mr. Julius Hachman, manager of the
Dress Joint Board of the International h d k ~
Garment Worken Union. once put it this way :
II
. . . Our job was to convince the employers
that at didn't want to take away their business.
You set we were in a paradox: we had to tell our
membership a different story than we told: the employers. . . R t m m capitalism and the reason
for the existence of unions [pro-capitalist unions,
that is] is abalished. When yaa get to this p i n t
in your thinking, then cooperation with the embyers becomes possible and desirable., .."-New
Port, ~ e p t .4,1955,
And Philip Murray, late head of the CIQ, once
assured the capitalist class that:
" . , . the first thing a labor union does when
it is established is to assume its share of responsibility fox industrial peace. .."-P'irdnicr Quarkerly, Spring, 1940,issue.
The chatter of the "merged" AFLCIO campletely ignores the existence of the class struggle. It cornpfetely and nnqualifiedly accepts the false theoq ofthe
'%rotherhood of capital md labor."TThis fact did not
paw unnoticed OF mapprcciated by the d e f d e t s of
capitalist interests. The New York Times, commring
editorially on thc ''merger," observed :
"The advance of lab& has not been accomplished without diAFm1ty and struggle ;but it has,
fortunately, been s t q g l e within the framework
of our demacrstic bstrtdom, k has given the lie
to the theories of M a n and, as President Eisenhower notrd yesterday, out of it has emerged the
rcaliritiun that &torre$ of dass warfare makc no
sense in nut kind of community, bur that the em-

.

.

!art

.

nomic interests of employer and employee are in
fact 'conplementary. . ."-New York Timesj
Dee. 6 , 1955.
While Fot.rutte magazine, lanuary, rgj6, expressed pleasure that:
I6
. . . these echoes of Marx's 'Communist
Manifesto' are happily absent from the new
AFLClO charter. .
Actually, the new charter merely recegaized officlally what has been a fact for a long, long time.For
the whole history of these pro-capitalist unions has
been a history of the betrayal of working-class interests. Many of the labor leaders openly brag of their
"proud record'bof service to the capitalist dass and
their system of exploitation. The William Greens,
Philip Musraye, and Sidney Hillmans did so in the
past, The John L. Lewises, Jacob Potofskys and
Walter Rwthers continue to do so today,

.

."

-

Some of thc present-day union leaders are downright blunt in their declarations of loyalty to, and defence of, capitalism. One such is Louis P, Marcionte,
president of the New Jersey State Federation of Labor, who once declared :

..

". When and if the profit s stem faces a
ghotrdown with Marxism, as 1 fe some dav it
must, it win need the support of labor . ." s e w
Jcr3ey State Federation of Labor Convention,
December, x 946.
W h t Marcimte meant-war that the profit system
wmld need the support of the labor Ieader, and he left
no doubt that &a support would be readily forthcoming, as it alwaya has been when capitalist interests required it.

;r .

Perhaps ant of the best examples of the perverted
reawning suld anti-working class attitude of theie labor
leaders is an open letter addressed to the members of

his union by Walter Cenerazzcl, president of the
American Watch Workers Umion. Cenerazzo wrote:
''Dear Felbw Members :
"This is going to be tough. Some of you may
get sore. But Ih a 'labor leader! And what sort
of leader would I be if I didn't_teU you what I
see ahead? So here it comes straight.
"A few years ago our employers had it a11
their own way. Now the pendulum has swung
toward us, Are W'E now going to bc as unfair to
our employen as they once were to us? Or are we
going to show sume sense? Not for their sake,
but fnr our own. Because listen:
"Sales make wages. Production makes sales,
and Icmw.cost, low-price production makes morc
sales, TR the hat 20 years our employers' average
prnfit per watch has been less than a dollar. Profits are necessary. Only out of profits can our employers give us better taols for b a r praduction,
out of which we can get our cur: in bigger wages.
We've got to help 'our employers an&@ good

profits.
II

Some guys will yell: So you're 'companyrninded.3ure, I'm "company-minded.' I'm bunionminded' too. A man who is only 'cornpiny-minded'
and who can't see the &on except as something
to fight is a class-struggle man: a man who is only
'unioaed-minded' and who can't see the company
except as something to plunder is a dass-struggle
man. To prevent the class struggle from w&ing
the country, America must be 'union-minded' and
'company-minded! bath. . .
"You know our union is headed the right way.

.

GFdw for free enterprise rrnd our cmp2~1ycrs
k n m it. We've got only a few screwbab who get
any kick out of shouting: 'To hell with the
boss 1 . . ' "-RcndsYs Digest, December; 1946.
( !taIics rnin.e-N.K. )
Here in their crudest form we have all the false
economic theories with which the labor leaders have
bIurred the existing class lines and distorted the true
interests of the workers. The letter also reveals the
contempt that these labor leaders have for the intelligence of the workers.
Other labor leaders hare m t hesitated to present
their union's "credentials" as defenden of capitalist
interests direcdy to the capitalists. A case in point is
that of Jacob Potofsky, president of the Amalgamated
Clothing Workers of America. (This is the same
Jacob Potofsky avhose name is one of the mci &at appear in the American Labor Year Book as signers of
the Amalgamated prearnhle, from which we quoted
earlier.) Some years ago when the Amalgabated was
planning a department-store organizing drive, Mr.
Potofskp was anxious not to have the departmentstore owners misconstrue the union's intent or become
unduly alarmed, He asked Victor Riescl, then colunlnist for the. New York Post-Home News, ta'4
. . tell this to the department stores. We
m I R like the owners everywhere to ga to the
men's &thing inrius or to the NationaI Assrociation of Clothing mufamrers. Let them invmtigate our record in the industry, our respect
for contractual obligations. Let them talk to the
firma with which wdve dealt for 40 years and
tvhich have made millions of dollars a year.'"
--Quoted from the WEEKLY
PEOPLE,
Jan. 15,

.

.
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Note that Mr. Potofsky did not suggest that the

department-stare employees go to Amalgamated duespayers to find out what a "good union" &the Amalgamated was, but rather that the department-store
owners go to the clothing ma'nufacturen and ask
these capitalists how they had benefited from their
relations with the union. M r . Potofsky knew what
he was about. He had every reason to believe that
the capitalist rccornrnendations for his union would
be enthusiastic. He well knew the Amalgamated's
reputation for cooperation with the bosses. In fact,
the Amalgamatzd has been pointed to as an example
of a union that has brought about "industrial peace"
and established excellent "labor-management" relations.
Were is an example of the reputation enjoyed by
the Amalgamatkd :
"In the chthing industry
regional associations of emptopew dealing with a strong d u n

...

have made strikes rare. Even more rare are violadons of agreements with T n , and once
when workers in Rochester, N. . got out of contml, tht notioffal AmaSgamatcd Clothing WorkGTS Vaion helped the eamp1oycf:sSlack rkd rebtis
aut ~ l t t i lthey promised to tn&trrim discipline.
. . . Although the Amalgamated dominated the
clothing industry, it has always kk employers a
free hand and has encouraged introddgn of new
machinery and new methods , ..The Amalgamated's production and financial experts have helped
reorganize weak firms, have helped tide over
others by lending them union funds. The union
once underwrote severaI hundred thousand dolhrs of-securities for a Baltimore firm, cut wuge.~,
aad helptd run f!rc company riati2 it W U . ~on ik
feet!'-"Industrial
Warfare" by L, Velie, Cob
s

14

lidr's magazine, March

N. K*)

2,

1946. (Italics mine-

What more could the capitalists in the men's clothIng industry want? The union did and does more for
them than they could o r would do for each other.
What has been cited about the anti-working class
nature of the Amalgamated is quite typical of the entire pro-capitalist union movement. The United Automobie Workers Union has earned the respect of the
capitalists in the automobile industry. Mr. Walter
Kcuther, the "former Socialist," has on frequent occasions proclaimed his loyalty to capitalism and capitalist class interests. .As for proof that this allegedly
"militant" mion has served the interests of the automdile capitalists we have no less an authority than
Mr. Charles E. Wilson himself# The former chairman of the board at General Motors has stated:
I6
I am personslly convinced that, if there
were no unions and no Iabor contracts like General Motors has in the automotive industry, the
increase in wages would already have greatly exceeded what has occuri-ed. This increase to rnp
mind wodd be much more comparable with the
increase that has occurred in commodities, for if
we had n completely free labor market wish no
unions and no contracts, l a h r wodd have been .
able to sell its services a t a rapidly increasing
price just as the aullers of cammodities have been
&Ie to do."-New
York Herald Tribune, Aug.

. .. .

I

.'I

.

29,

1951.

Equally illuminating is the more recent testimony
?from another spokesman for plutocratic interests, In
in address before the ArzGCIO MetaI Trades Department, Mr. Harry Morton, attorney for the Henry
Kaiser interests, stated :
"We did not get religion just because we like

,

you people. I am speaking of management now
[meaning the capitalist dass]. We learned this:
*rhc cost per yard of concrete poured at Grand
Coulee was less than it was of concrete in Boulder
Darn, The cheaper job was the dosed shop, the
union ah T h e more expensive job -8 the openshop job?his
is your beginning and reason for us
getting religion, and when we t it, we went all
the way,"--Quoted in Labor conomic Rcuim,
Jarnary1 ~9s 6.
The conclusion is inescapable that the existing unions are allies and accomplices of the capitalist dnss
dedicated to the proposition that the capitalist system

.

!E'

be preserved and the working dass kept in wage
sIavery. The labor leader himself i s nothing more nor
Itss than the labor lieutenant of the capitalist class ia
charge of the jab of mideadkg the mass of workers
into meekly accepting capitalist wage slavery as the
"best of all possible systems."

i

I

4, Labor Divided
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One more important point must be made in presenting the SLP's case against the present unions,
though it is by no means the last important: point that
~ u l r Ibe made, The present job-trust unions are instigators and promoters sf organized scabbery. Their
chief weapon in promoting this organized scabbery i$
the "contract."
UNIoN NCONTBadJ

First of all, it must be remembered that in each
industry the workers arc divided bp dozens of separate
contmcts. Far example, in an article he wrote for she
September, I 95 2, issue sf Reade7Ss Digest, Charles
E.Wilson revealed that in 1951General Motors had
nearly ~ o o
separate union contracts with 1 7 separate
unions. And, of course, to a greater or lesser degree
the same was undoubtedly true ef Ford, Chryslcr,
American Motors, etc. Under such circumstances,
when the workers of m e tmion go out on strike, workers who belong to the same or affiliated unions, but who
have separate contracts, continue to work. Thus they
scarb on the striking workers and not infrequehtly constitute a decisive factor in breaking strikes. If the
non-striking workers, m o ~ e nby their class instinct,
show the slightest inclination to support the striking
workers by joining the strike, their leaders immediately
remind them that they cannot do so because they have

separate "contracts." They are warned that they must
respect their "contracts" and, in effect, scab an their
fellow warken and union br0thci.s. In short, the cob
lectivc interests of the workers are betrayed by the
very organizatinns pledged to protect them. (When
the rank and file take matters into their own hands and
go on strike in defiance sf their leaders' orders, the
strike is labeled "wildcat." When this happens, union
leaders join the capitalists and their mouthpiecespress, radio, TV, etc..-in hurling epithets at the strikEng workers, denouncing them for breaking their
"contracts,)')
The Becks, the Tobins, the Lewises, and ether
"top-flight" union Ieaders have referred to workers
who have refused to cross picket lines on their orders
in the vilest and most insulting terms, and have used
every means at their disposal to force them to do so.
Actually, mote strikes have been broken by the "organized" crafts than by professional scabs. In recent
years, in fact, the profcssianol scab has become a
rarity. As Daniel DeLeon observed over 5 0 years
ago :

"It is a fact, deep with significance, though
it sems to escape the &sewation of superficial
observefs, that it is not the unorganized scab who
breaks the strikes, lrut the organized craft that
really dues the dirty work
a11 in fatuous
reverence to 'contracts.' QLSocialist Reconstmction of Society."

.. ..

Another divisive factor is the jurisdictional fight.
Every union is looking to control as many jobs as
possible. Control of a job means the right to collect
durn and assessments from the worker who holds the

.

job, in addition to the per capita contributions made
by the employer to health and retirement h d s , ett,
These jurisdictional fights for job control are frequent
and bitter, and pit worker against worker, with he
boss standing by waiting to see which union will be
abk to give him the best deal and the strongest control owr the workers in his plant. Sometimes, when
a union strikes in a given plant or industry, another
union will move in and offer to suppIy "cooperative
workers" and maintain "industria1 peace" in return
for jurisdiction over the jobs. This practice caused New
York Posr columnist Murray Kempton to observe:
"In the old days, with minor exceptions, only
scabs crossed a picket line. These days, the best
way to break one union's strike is to call in another union.. .."-New York Post, OCLI 5, rgg I .
Taking all thtge factors into consideration, it is
not difftcaIt to understand why so many c a p i t a h
support and defend the present unions and befriend
and encourage the union leaders. They recognize in
these miom and their Ieadets the instments through
which labar can be most ready regimented to wage
slavery and, moreover, regimented in the name of
labor. As Mr. Howard Chase, a Canadian capitalist,
once put it:

..

Labor unions ore here to stay
.The unions must he stran in order to discipline their
own members,Emp oprs should help make them
strong sa that any agreement the have with employees will be earrkd out
.117'ke Sociali~t
P r m , December, r 943.
&&

f
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3. Unions As Big Business
The pro-capitalist unions have become big business
big business. Thus they have a vested interest
isl the retention and perpetuation of the capitafist s p
tern of exploitation, Thev own millions of doIlars
worth of real estate of aU kinds, and a-re daily a o
quiring more. They have used union wealth ta estab
lish banks, organize insurance companies and even
finance companies, They have millions invested in government bonda Many of them have purchased large
blocks of stock in the very corporations in which their
union members are employed. Some of them have organized their m corporations or gone into direct
partnership with other capitaliab. For exan&, John
L. Lewis is in partnership with coal operators and
several railroads in a shipping firm capitalized at fifty
million dollars. (U.S. News and World Report, June

'-really

29, 1956.1
Tn controlling and administering these businesses,

f i e union lenders conduct themselves precisely like
other capitdiats. Thev have come to look upon this
vast aer~imulationof wealth as their awn private p r w
erty, and they act accordingly. They employ thousands
of workers. At times they have to negotiate with other
unions just like other capitalists. It is not unusual for
the workers employed by these unions in their various
businesses to have to fight for a living wage and decent
working conditions.
The acclundation of such vast amounts of wealth

is bound to he a source of corruption. The individaals who hold office in these tmians want to remain
in office in order to contra1 this wealth and reap the
henefits that result from it. In addition to the possible
material benefits, it gives them prestige and position.
Huge bureaucratic machines are built to perpetuate
their control, Furthermore, thc existence of such vast
amaunts of weaIth inevitably attracts racketeers and
gangsters who scek to share in the loot. .

Congressional investigations a n do no more than
emphasize the existence of this corruption. They can
reveal the baneful results of pre~apitalistbusiness
unionism. They can reveal the contempt that many
of these labor leaders have for their constitwents, the
workers, out of whose sweat a d suffering their wealth
has been extorted. But they cannot expose the basic
fault af these unions; their failure to represent the
true interears of the working dass; their failure to
perform the true mission of mionism. The h a t e
Rackets Committee's exposure of corruption in high
union places merelv feeds the illusion that with "honcst men'"
these oEcea these unions would be o-k.
And this is to be expected. For while the capitalist
polifdms expose this or that labor leader, partly far
political puqoses and partly to lay the ground for the
enactment of legislation that would make it more and
more difficult for a bona fide working-class union to
mmc into being and function without interference
from the capitalist political State, these politicians will
not do anything r e d y to uderminc the influence of
the pea-capitalist unions generally. They are well a m r e
of the capitalist tenet which Btdsiness Week magazine

succinctly expressed mare than ten years ago as
falkws:
It has ,becope axiomatic that in employer would rather deal with a strong mion &an
a weak one. Hence, in facing the problem of
regulating mion activity . . . an important consideration is getting it done while, at the s m n t
~ime,
preserving the strength of the union institutien."
--cited in WEEKLY
PEOPLE,
Jan. 25, 1947.
And Rztsinrss W e e k added significantly:
". . It is in prec5selp those unions which are
strongest, most responsible under their contracts,
best disciplined, and best able to canduct an,economk retreat peacefull? that the abrogation of
the individual members rights has gone,the farthest."
'ptis bray my w a a k then that c~8conscious
capitalist spokesmen often come to the defense of the
union leaden. Many of them have recently pointed out
that for every Beck there are dozens of "respectable"
and "decent" labor leaders, As an example, the following i s quoted from a New York Tirnc~editorial:
"Neither the committee [the Senate Rackets
Committee headed b Senator McCleUan] nos
any enlightened cmp oyer will take a stand in
these days ;against an honestly or
ized and
scsupdourrly conducted labor union. ost largescale crngloyers indeed welcome the existence of
unions so organized and so conducted. Without
them labor-management relations would be
chaotic."-New York Titncs, Aug* 2, r g S i .
Yes, indeed, the daacanscious capitalists h v e
p o d reasons for dkfcnding the present unions. For, in
addition to the mort obvious masons atready dted, they
know that if these unions are destroyed or completely

". . .
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discredited the workers wddd instinctively seek to organize new and perhaps clawconscious unions. As the
Natidnal Secretary of the Socialist Labor Party once
put it:
"Capitalist interests require the existence of
~Onselvativcunionism,not ibecau$e capitdisk lave
unionism per JG, but becawe their instinct tcUs
them that the alternative to capitalist-inspired
unions and capitalist-minded mion leaders Is rev*
lutionary Socialist unions and Mnmian s okesrnen
of nrch unions."'-hold Petencn, in "~ourgmis

C

Sodalism."
A eumber of yearn ago the New Yolrk Po31 commented on an editorial chat had appeared izi the Des
Moines Tribune that admitted this instinaive capitalist
fear; The following id'qadted f r m 'tht NCW
YO& Post,
ckt. 13, 19.44:.
'The .Tribunem
defends high pay to miam lesdem. There is
one way unions can get top
brahs with'out piig~igfor the& and that is to hire
.fanqatiewho wdl take out thek pay in poker. . . ..
' Fdmmately, 'fa'tioris 'beginnginnip&
to build up 4. co sps
of top men who are. there beauie they have the
1

L
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.
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exectttive ahiIity and the Wmess acumen which
penmitthem' to4deal with employers
Tvemrnent:officials on the same huinesslike basis. What
she.Tr&~rscfeats is that &e&se
w e w d d have
h v o ~ o ~unions
~ ' ,instcaa of *e 'bushess'
unions that have now deveIqpe,~' , ..
Accordingly,, the capitalist1 def cnd,ers..of the existing
unions will do everything bssible to keep theif,allis?,
the present labor Itaderr, .and the prpcapitalist business
unions, in existenoe, instinctively realizing that '"e
puIse for labor solidarity is hamstrung, uhc ~ ~ i bf
t h
labor's emancipation, is barred
the pure-anhsirnple
cmft unions," (De Lean) .
.

+-

+

The state
as follows:

of the unions today can bt summed up

I. They do not enable she workers as a dass to
resist efXedveIy the encroachments of the capitalist
class. Instead of uniting the workers, they divide them
into separate units and utilize the 'kcontract" effectively
to prcyent the workers from acting as one in their own

interests. Thus, they promote organized scabbery and
betray the very interests of the workers they are
pledged to protect.
2. They do not educate the workers in their m e
class interests. lnstead they conceal the fact of the
class struggle and preach the false theory that ''capital
and labor are brothers."
3. They do not prepare the m r k c n to assume
control of industry and conduct production for the
benefit of all society. On the contrary, having blurred
the class lines in the minds of their members, having
divided them into competing wits, they have cornmitttd themselves to the "principle of private ownership, private initiative and the protection of private
property," as the AFL Executive Council once put it.
4. T h e Iaher leaders have acquired wealth and
prestige under this system. They therefore try to convince the' workers that this capitalist system can be
made to work in their interem. They foster the iUuqion that somebaw the workers can improve their condition under the capitalist system, an obvious impossibility to anyone who understands the inherent laws of
capitalist society.
5. In short, the present-day unions are not working-class unions but capitalist defense organizations.
The labor leaden are the l a b s liedma- of the capitalist class; and they me determined to perpetuate the
capitalist rsystem of wage slavery.

6. Genuine Unionism

This brings us to the very important question:
What must the working class do? The answe; is that
the workers must organize a union of their class; a
mion that will accept as a fact the existing class division in capitalist society; a union, accordingly, that will
recognize the need to abdish the class-diaded capitalist spttrn and that will organize, educate and drill the
workers to that end. This calls for abandonment of
the present unians and the cornpIete rejection of the
false pmrnises on which they are built. In their place,
the workers must build the Socialist Industrial Union.
Here we must digress for a moment md dear up
an important point. The claim has been made that
some "Endustrial unions" already exist. For yean the
G I 0 claimed that many of its aLliated unions were
"indwstrial anions.'" furthermore, when the CIO and

the ART. "merged," they set up a ~a=csUed
"Industrial
Union Depanrxnent," the effect of which is
fortify
the ilIusioa that "industrial unions" d t . The
"merged" AFL-CIO stated that the purpose of the
"Industrial Union Department" was :
4i
. to promote the interests of industrial unions within the AIFLCIO consistent with the principle established in the AFLCIO constitution that
both craft and industrial d o n s are appropriate,

..

equd and necessary as methods of union organization . ."-New York Times, Dec. 8, 1955.
This is pure hogwash. For one thing,. industrial
unionism ipso focto eliminates craft unionism nnd its
false principles, Secondly, the unions that today daim
to be '"industrial" have absolutely no resemblance to
bona fide Socidisr Industrial Unions. And no one can
speak with greater authority on the subject of hdustrial Unionism than the Socialist Labor Party. For Socialist IndustriaI Unionism is the epic discovery of
Daniel De Leon and the Socialist Labor Party. It was
Ple Leon, foremost American Mamist and for almost
2 5 year. the Editor of the Socialist Labor Party's of- fieial organ, thc WEEKLYPEOPLE,who fist d i ~
codred a d formulated the principkes ,of Socialist Industrial Unionism. And for the past fifty years, ~ n d
more, the Socialist I ~ b o rParty alone has advocated
the principles of Socialist Snduscria3 Unionism. The
falsity af &c CIO's claim that:lii was composed of
"indmtriztl" unions is readily exposed by citing a brief
description of lddustriat Unionism by De L o n . Said
DeLeon: . . . . . .
'
"Indastrid.Uni~&smdues nat mean a federa-tiod ar confederstion of the cm'fts enppcl in the
industry. 1k does not mean,aven the h e blending of those.qeveral'*cra.fls*into one organization.
It means the integral organization of:the working

.
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,class."
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The absurdity of the claims of the UAW*UMW,
USA; aid similar unions to beingi"indwktial" becomes
apparent when anr reaEzes th* there ,igl ;riot a single .
plant unibn belonging ta these org&za&ns that Embraces eyery worker in, the plalit. Such workers as
hkk.eepenr, ~&enogripher,qfib desks,' stock clerks,
maintenance hen, designersi night..wakchrnk,foiernen,

,

etc., are all or in part excluded from
have already pointed out,

such plant unions.
in 595 r General
Matots had early loo mion contra- with I 7 unions
cavering more than 300,000 em loyees, thus giving the
lie to the United Automobile orkers claim that the
automobile workers were organized into "indus&rial
unions," Not only were r 7 different unions involved,
but each of these unions divided the workers into so
many categories that a total. of nearly IOO .contracts.
was needed to covet them ell, And unquestionably
there were hundreds, perhaps thousands, of additional
General Motors' tmptoyees who belonged ta nu unionat all. Though the figures may vary, the same conditions still exist in all essential respects today.
The absurdity of the daLn of such.union&to being
''industrid" becornerr even more apparent when all
the basic principles of b n u fide industrial anionism
are understood, For Socialist Industrial'Unionism differr fundamentally from the present unions in form,
tactics and goal.

As we

I

Specifically, Socialist Industrial Unionism aims to
organize all the workers as a class. Accordingly, it
will organize the skilled and unskilled, the employed
and unemployed, all the workers of brain and brawn
in all the industries and services of the land
the
mines, the mills, the factories, the railroads, the hospitals, the schoolwli the workers in all thc industries.
The form or structure of the Socialist Industrial
Union will follow the lines of industry and production.
The subdivisions needed for logical and efficient organization wiil be determined by the tool used and the
product produced. Rut all these necessary subdivisipns
will be integrally united in one Socialist Industrial
Union, with a common purpose and a common goal.

-
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AU the afficers of the Soc.ialiat Industrial Union will

i

be demmraticaIEy elected by the rank and file by direct
vote. There wiU be no "appointees." h - d all the officers of the Socialist Industrial Union will be directly
and constantly responsible to. their industrial constituents. They will k subject to recall at the wiU of
the majority. Neither the Socialist Industrial Unions
nor their dccted officers will become invdved in capitalist business. Their energies will be devoted solely
to advancing the interest of the workers as a class.
And the gunranter: that this will be so is the fact that
the Socialist Industrial Union must, and wiU, be cornposed of dassmnsciclus workers a.bo will know and
understand their Socialist goal and the correct struc&re and tactics that their industrial organization must
embrace in order to achieve that goal. Classconsciousnew is the only thing that will enable &m $0 retain
complete democmtie control aver their organization

i
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and ta use it to serve their class interests.

Tacticallv, the Socialist Industrial Union will operate sq~tarelyon the FACT of the class struggle. It
will completelo reject the false theory of the "bbrotherhood af capital and labor," Rather, it wiIl emphasize
at everg opportunity the fact that the workbigclass
and the capitalist class have absolutely nothing in corn.
mosl. Insofar as it is possible, at this late date in
capitalist decadence, it will fight for the amelioration
of conditions and against the encroachments of capitalism, but without losing sight of its real p a l , which
is: to effect the complete emancipation of the working
dass from wage slavery by abolishing tbc capitalist
system at the earliest posgibIe date. And, it shuuld be
emphasized hat this .dass union will fight the m-

-
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croadunents of capitalism with the full weight of its
strength. It will operate on the principle that ao inJury to one worker is an injury to all the workers. The
workers in the SociaIist Industrial Union will nor be
bamboozled and divided by rneaninglma contracts,
nor forced or cajoled into organized scabbcry. However, at all times the Socialist Industrid Union will
understand and be guided by the fact that smch b d e s
are at best rear-pard actions forced upon it by emnomic conditions under capitalism and that nothing
short of the abolition of capitalism m lead to freedm
end affluence for the workmg class. As BeLeon expressed it:
. hdmtrialism 1i.e. industrial unionism]
is that system of economic organization of the
wo~kingclaw &at denies that labor and the capitalist class are brothers; that recognizes the i r m
repressible nature of the conflict between the
two; that perceives that that struggle will not, because it cannot, end until the capitalist class is
thrown off Pahor'r back: that recognizes that an in- '
jury to one workingman is an injury to dl; and
that, consequently, and with this end in view, organizes the whole working class into one union,
the same subdivided only into such bodies as their
respective craft tools demand, in order to wrestle
as one hody far the immediate amelioration of its
membership [as far as that may be possible today] and for their eventual almarmcipation by the
total averthrow of the capitalist dam, its economic and political rule."-D~,Y PEOPLE,
Jan.

". .

23,

1906.

Fmzhermore, the Socialist Industrial Union will
teach and pmdah the need for the politid
ization of the working class In order that they, the

mt majority, may be able to e5tablish via the baIlot
their democratic: right peacefully to a c c o r n p ~the
~
Socialist r e e o ~ s t m ~ oofn society. .

The avowed goal of the Socialist Industrial Union
is the Socialist Indmtrial Republic of Labor or the
Socialist Industrial Conmumwealth. It will be the power
that will back up the political victory of the workers.
by taking, holding and operating the means of pmduction and distribution in the interests of society as a
whole. It will thereby become the instrument of Socialist Indwstrial Union Government.
". . . Industrial Unionism bends its efforts to
unite the working class upon the olitical as well
as she industrial field--on tbe in ustrial field 'because without the integrally organized anion of
the working class the revolutionary act is impossiMe; on the olitical field, because on none other
can be procaimed the revolutionyy purpose,
a ..wit2leut.casciousness of w
hich the man is a rope
of sand. Lndustrtal Unionism is the Socialist Republic in the making: and, the goal once reached,
the ZndmtriaI, Union i s the Socialist Republic in
operation. Accordingly, the Industrial Union is,
at once, the battering ram with which to pound
down the fortress of capitalism, and the swe6sor
of the capitalist soda1 strumre: itself."-Daniel
De Leon, DAILYPEOPLE,
Jan. 20, 1913.
To repcat: it must and will be the hdustrial organization af the w o w class, and not the political
organization, &at takes aver reins of government in
the Solcialist Republic. And this govem-ent $11, accordingly, be based upan industrial chstimencies and
will be administered by industrial repreren~tiveselec-
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ted democritticaIly by the workers in all the industries.
As De Leon described it:
"CEviliz.ed society will know no such ridiculous
thmg as geographic constituencies. It will know
only industrial constituencies. T h e parliament of
civilizatioa in America will consist not of Congressmen from geographic districts, but of re resentatives nf trades tl~roughoutthe land, and eir
legidative work will not be the compIicated one
which a society of codicting interests, such as
capitalism, requires but the easy one which can be
summed up in the statistics of 'the wealth needed,
the wealth producible, and the wark required and that any average set of workingmen's representative are fulIy able to ascertain, isfinitely
better than our nladern rhetoricians in Congress."
-"Burnmg Question of Trades Unionism."
And this brings us to the question :Where docs the
Socialist Labor'Party fit into this picture?
The Socialist IIabor Party is the political patty of
the working class. This is w because the Sacialist
Labor Party is the sole protagonist of the prcgram
and principles which the working class must adopt if
it is ever to achieve its complete emancipation from
wage slaverv and, at the same time, save society from
catastrophe. The Socialist Labor Party is the only
organization demanding the abolition of capitalism
and advocating the Socialist reconstruction of society.
It has been doing sa for over 67 years. It is, in short,
the organization through which the workem can establish their majority right to reorganize society. At
the same time, through its agitational and educational
activities, it is the recruiting agency for the Socialist
Industrial U n i o d h e Workers' Power.

8
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The pmdtrr of the rcapitabt dam rep-t
Wtpaid
lalsor of the working claslsl. The fledng d labor implied

i n t h e r a k f n g i n o i p ~ t a i s p r e d i ~ ~ 2 h e ~ t a w oi r wage&tw d a ~8, wm-kimg plw in ahart, a
pm1etmW; and the conthunnce of th9 d d a m ~
of aueh
a clam ia in turn dependent upon the prtVate mmmh1.p
of the mmm of pmd~tctlon of the land on mnd the
maqhhery, capitnI, Wth whtch to work. Ohen tZle private omwmhlp of t h m d combined elements of production,
and tbe capitdst eiaas wL11 conge& ever more into i k ~
own hmds the w d t h of the land, w U e the mrkfng
c h a muat ldak to ever deeper deptha of pope* and depenamma, every m
~ hnpmvememt
d
only giving
fm& impdun to the enalU(11~of tha capitalkt and to
tha degmdatian of tha w-)t
Tlle leesle betwaen

-

t b e t w r r ~ b o a s d t f i e a n d d a a t h ;t h e r e w n a
two aidan to it; there b no compromise pmible. Obvlowly, it h in the I n t s ~ of
~ tthe worldng .
c
U
that the
IrraruebeUeand~tcIearWom~sy~lloftherank
and file, and that capitalimm be held up to theif
fn
all ib m 1 U n g M d m e s s . Wh&
the labor leader
do? H e lex~iisto tbe montrter that prep IlPOn
the color of 1-r
by biPl m M a n d ib metlmda.
-DANIEL DE LEON

Daniel De Leon, author of the three essays tbat
folIow, was the foremost Marxist of the twentieth ccntary and the father of the Socialist Industrial Union
idea. Karl Marx had perceived tire revolutionary p i
tentials of trade unions. To the Geneva Congress of
the First International he said: "'Besides their elementary problems they [the unions] must learn to act cansciowsIy, a s the organizing center of the working dass
in the Interest of its complete emancipation.'"ut
it
was Daniel De Lean, living in a country of full-orbed
capitalism, who worked oat both the tactical role af
the unions in the struggle for complete emancipation,
and their role a f m the Sotialist rntolution as the
framework of the Socialist Industria1 Republic
De Leon was born Dec. 141852, on the island of
Curacao, off tht coast of Venezuela, He was educated
in Europe and settled in America, joining the faculty
of Columbia University in I 883 as a lecturer on international law. Subsequently he became interested in the
labor movement. He retired from Columbia in 1889,
firmly turned bis back on a promising career as a boup
geois professor, and gave himself whoUg to the move.mmt for working-class emancipatim. He joined the
SociaIist Labor Party in 1890%and two years later was
made Editor o f the WEEKLY
PEQPLB.
Tn igoo he also

became Editor of the DAILYPEOPLE
and held both
posts until his death in t 9 14.
No one worked harder than De Leon, or with
greater intelligence, to make the unions "the organizing center of the working class in the interest of its
complete emancipation." But he discovered very early
in his career as labor champion that unions that were
organized on the baais of capitalist principles were
utterly carrugt, completely in the hands of labor lieutenants of the capitalist class, and that any attempt to
44
futile. Smce
rapture" them for Socialism would
the pro-capitalist: unions were, in fact, adjuncts of cap
, italisrn, De Leon conciuded that the workers' interests
called for a new union movement, one that would move
with its eyes open and with full consciousness of its
historic mission.
Step by step, in speeches and editorials, De Leon
worked out the principlesfom, tactics, g a k f Socialist Indostria1 Unionism. His theoretical work was
climaxed with an epochal address deIivered in 1905,
now printed under the title, "Socialist Reconstruction
of Society."
The first two essays in &is appendix are outstanding examples of De Let)n\ incisive thoughts on correct
working-class anion principles. The third, "Strikes and
the 'Public,' " illustrates his perceptiveness in an area
heavily clouded by capitalist propaganda and misinformation.
The appendix also includes the Socialist Labor
Party's "Resolutirm on Strikes," a MaMst document
that rewards dose study,

INDUSTRIAL, UNIONISM
In these days, when the term "Industrial Unionism"
is being played with fast and loose; when, in some
quarters, p a d y out of conviction, partly for revenue,
""rtrikiag at the ballot-box with an ax," theft, even murder, "sabotage," in short, is preached in its name;
when, at the National Councils of the AFL, lipservice is rendered to it as a cloak under which to justify its practical denial by the advocacy and justification
of scabbery, as was done at Rochester, at the 19I 2 convention, by the Socialist party m n and International
Typographical Ucrion delegate M a x Hayes; when notoriety-seekers strut in and ther&y bedrabble its fair
feathers; when the bourgeois press, partly succumbing
to the.ycllow streak that not a member thereof is
wholly free from, partly in the interest of that confusion in which capitalist intellectuaIiry sees the ultimate shcct-anchor of Class Rule, promotes, with lurid
"essays" a d editorials, a popular miscanception of the term; at this season it is timely that the
Socialist Labcr Party, the organization which, more
than m y other) contributed in raising and finallyplanting, in I 905, the principle and the strumre of Industrialism, reassert what Industrial Unionism is, restate
the pr&Iem aad its 'hport.
Capitalism is the last expression of Class Rule. The
economic foundation of Glass Rde is the private ownmhip sf the necessaries for production. The social

wucture, or garb, of Class Rule is the political State

- &at social structure in which Government is an or-

gan separate and apart from production, with no GtaI
function other than the maintenance of the supremacy
of the ruling class.
The overthrow of Class Rule means the overthraw
of the political State, and i t s substitution with the Industrial Social Order, under which the necessaries for
production art: collectively owned and operated by and
for the people.
Goab dehrnline mnhodr. The goal of social cvalution being the final overthrow*of Class Rule, its me&uds must fit the goal.
As in nature, where optical illusions abound, and
stand in the way of progress undi cleared, so in society.
The fact of sconomic despotism by the ruling dass
raises, with some, the ilIusion that the economic organization and activity crf the despotized workimg class is
all-sufficient to remove the ill complained of.
The fact of political despotism by the mlhg class
raises, with others, .the illmion that the political organa
ization and activity of the desp~tizedworking class is
alEsdcient to bring a h t redress.
+
The oneleqed c&dwsion regarding economic ozgmization and activity fatally abuts, in the end, in
pure and simple bombism, as exemplified in the AFL,
despite its Civic Federation and Militia of Christ
affiliations, as we11 as by the Analrho-SyndicaE
ist so-called Chicago IWW
the Bakuainism, in
short, against which the genius of Mam struggled and
warned.
The one-kgged mnclwisn regarding paIitical organization~and activity, as fatedly abuts, in the end, in
pure and simpIe ballotism, as already merousIp and
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lamentably exemplified in the Socialist party, likewise muggled and warned against by Marx as "parliamentary idiocy."
Industrial Unionism, free from optical illusions, is
dear upon the goal the substitution of the political
State with the Industrial Government Clearness of
Pision renders Industrial Unionism immune both to the
Anarchist self-deceit of the "No Government" slogan,
together with all the mischief that flows therefrom, and
to the politician's "parlisrrnentafy idiucy"aof lookhg
t . legislation
~
for the overthrow of Class Rule.
The Industrial Union grasps the principle: "'No
Government, no organization; no organization, no CO.
operative labor ; no co-operative labor, no 'atwndance
far all without arduous toil, hence, no Freedom,"
Hence, the Industrial Union aims at a democratically
centralized Governeat, accompanied by the democratimllv reqai9itc "local self-de."
The: Industrial L7nion grasps the principle of the
political &ate - centraI and local authorities disconnected from pmd~aetiveactivity; and it grasps the
requirements of the Government of Freedom
the
central and local administrative authorities of the
praductive capabilities of she people.
T h e industrial Union hearkens to the command df
social evoIu6on to cast the nation, and, with the nation,
its govtmeat, in a mold different from the mold in
which Class Rule cash nations and existing governmcnts. While Class Rule casts the notion, and, with
the nation, its government, in the mold of territory,
Industrial Unionism casts the nation in the moId of
useful occupations, and transforno the nation's guvernmcnt into the representations from these. Accordingly,
Industrial Unionism organizes the useful occupations
of the land into the constituencies of Future Societym

-
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In performing this all-embracing function, Industrial Unionism, the legitimate offspring of civilization,
coma equipped with all the experience of the Age.
Without indulging in the delusion that its progress
will be a "dress parade" ; and, knowing that its program
carries in its folds that acute stage of all evolutionary
process known as Revolution, the Industrial Union
connects with the achievements of the Revolutionary
Fathers of the cotmtry, the first to frmt a Constitution
that denies the perpehtity of their own social system,
and that, hy its amendment clause, legalizes Revolution.
Connecting with that great achievement of the American Revolutian; fully aware that the Revolution which
it is bq with being one that concerns the masses and
that meeds the masses for ib execution, excludes the
bare idea of conspiracy, and imperatively commands
an open ;wad abovehoard agitatianal, educational, and
organizing activity; finally, its path lighted (bythe beacon tenet of Mam that none but the bana fide Union
can set on foot the true political party of Labor;
Industrial Unionism beads its efforts to Unite the working class upon the political as well as the induotrial field,
on the industrial field because, without the integrally
organized Union of the working class, the revolutionary act is impossible; on the political field, because on
none other can be prodaimed the revolutionary purpose, without coawiousness of which the Union is a
rape of s a d
Industrial U~ionismis the Socialist Republic in the
making; and, the goal once reached, the IndustriaE
Union is the Socialist Republic in loperatian.
Accordingly, the Industrial Union is, at once, the
battering ram with which to pound down the fortress
of capitalism, and the successor of the capitalist social
structure itself.

INDUSTRIAL UNION STRUCTURE
I
L.
I

1

Industrialism is a trefoil that mnstitutes one leaf;
it is a term that embraces three domains, closely interdependent, and all three requisite to the whole. The
three domains are Form, Tactics and Goal. The Goal
is the substirution of the industrial for the political grrve m e m ; another term for the Socialist Republic; the
Tactics are the u n i f i c a t i ~of the useful labor of the
land on the political as well as the economic fieId; the
Form concerns the structure of the orpnization. Each
of the three domains covers an extensive field, being
the gathered experience of the Labor or Socialist
Movement. It is next to impossible to handle properly
any of the three departments without twrhing the
athers. Unavrjidahly they closely dovetail with one
another.
T
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In the matter of Form or Structure, Industrialism
is a physical crystallization of the sociologic principle
that the proletariat is one. From the fundamental prim
dple of the oneness of interestdl of the proletariat arises

the ideal to be olbtaincd - their solidarity; and that
shatters all structures reared upon the theory of Craft
Sovereighty. It shatters that theory as ,camplttely as,
upsn the political field, State Sovereignty wns shatsered
In the country. It does so for parity of reasoning.
Whatever the state lines, the separate states arc but

*
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fractions of the whole nation. Whatever the craft
lines, the separate crafts are bat fractions of the
whole Proletariat. Consequently, however different the
nature of the occupation, the work done, and the conditions of work, the useful labor of the land is one
nation, hence, must be: organized as one unio~.
'The industrialist principle of one u~ion, on the
same ground as one nation, exdudes, as a matter of
course, the jelly-fish conception of oneness. The oneness
of the high structure of the human lbeing is a different
oneness from that of the lower jelly-fish. As the stntcwre of the human being implies parts and co-ordination
of parts, so does the structure of Industrialism, a concept barn of the higher development of modern society, imply divisions and subdivisions, The fieId upon
which hdustridisrn operates Tarrants the p a d e l with
a modem army. One though an army is, it has its
3epatate divisions and subdivisions. These are also imperative to the Industrialist Army, It also has and must
have companies, battalions, regiments, brigades, divisions.
Haw ~ u 0 m t u . mOswP-~

The important question then arises, What fact
traces the lines that arc: to mark these several pasts
from one another? What the line of demarcation is
among the several parts of the Indystrialist A r m y is
determined by the f m t ~in prodaction. The central
principles in the determination flow from the facts that
dictate the form, or structure, of the corps designated
as the "Locd Industrial ,Union," and correctly so
designated, seeing that, although the "Local Industria1
Union" does not comprise the whole organization, but
is only a part thereof, nevertheless its structure typifies
Industrialism.

Does the same fact, which traces the Tie between
me Local Industrial Union and another in one locality,
also trace the line hemeen the "Trade and Shop
Branches"? 31t does not. The fact that traces the line
between one Local Industrial Union and another in one
locality, and the fact that determines the boundaries
of the comonent factors of the 1,ocal TndustrialUnian,
are differeit. I n a t facts are these? The answer to this
question answers the qucsti~m,Mow does Industrialism
organize7
The fact that traces the external boundary lines of
the L ~ c a lIndustrial Union is the oatput.
Were are two illustrations-one, the printing shop,
a concern which turns nut an actual product, printed
matter; the other, &e trolley line, a concern which does
not turn out any actzlal pmduct, but & that necessary
and supplementary function in production which consists in transportation. In each instance the output
printed matter in one case, transportation in the otherdraws the boundary lines of the respective Loeal Ta-
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dustrial Union.

In the ifistance of the printing shop, the output being printed matter, aU the wage workers, whatever
their specialized occupation may be, are in that locality,
engaged in the same industry. Being so engaged, they
belong in one printers' Imal Industria1 Union,
In the instance of the trolley Iine, the output being
transportation, aII the wage workers, whatever their
specialized ormpation may be, arc in that lacality engaged in the same industry. Being so engaged, they
belong in one, in a traction Ida1 Industrial Union.
Before proceeding to the internal construction of
the ]Local Industrial Union, an abjection that has been

raised against the external construction of the Local
Industrial +Unionmust be here considered.
Compositors, proofreaders, etc., are frequently
fovnd employed in other than establishments the output
of whirh is printed matter; they are found employed
in some large textile concerns, they are found empIoyed
in electrical: in hotel, in railroad, and orher establishments. In the traction industry there are electricians,
firemen, etc. At the same time, electricians and firemen
are found employed in other than establishments the
output of which is transportation; they are found at
work in hotels, in foundries, in big o&e buildings.
And so all along the line. There hardly is an establishment, yielding a certain output, which does not employ
nrmpatmns that contribute to some other output in
some other establishment
This fact has been seized by AFL craft unionism as a proof positive of the "&surdityW of Industrialism. "Think of it,'" these gentlemen have said and even
written, "one time a compositor is a 'p&ter,' another
time he is a 'textile worker,' in another place he is an
.'electrician,' in another place he is a 'restaurant worker,'in a fifth place he is a 'railroader'! As to electricians and firemen, in one instance they are 'traction
workers,' in another 'hotel and restaurant workers,?
in a third they are 'fo~mdrpmen,' in a fourth 'elevator
and janitor men'! How laughable 1'' And much is the
mirth these glentry have indulged in on that score.

For one tbiag, the foundation far the seeming absurdity is "Craft Vanity,'' a sentiment, which, traced
to its source, i s a denial af the oneness of proletarian
interests. Fnr another thing, the only alternative to the
"abaardity of Industrialism" is the tragedy of "Craft

Sovereiganty.'Tbe first abjection sugerficd thinkers
may be disposed to dismiss as "theoretical." Some masonerr will be less prone to sneer at a ''theory;' I,
this matter, however, the theory can be left aside. Its
practical manifestation is "Craft Sovereignty," and the
pradcd manifestations of h a t should be shocking
enough to shock the laughter out of the most mirthful
Craft Unionist
provided, of course, he is not a
labor lieutenant of the capitalist dass,
What the pradcal manifestations of "Craft Sovereignty" are have often enough been on view in AFL
[and CIQ] strikes, when one u a f t an strike in an industy would be left in the hr& by another craft in the
same industry, which makes the AFL [and the
CIO] a veritable craft scabbing affair. Such things
are only carried further at the AFL conventioris,
where whole bunches of delegates denounce one another as wabs. Such 4 aptxtacle placere the practical
issue, or alternative, squarely, either Industrialism,
despite its incidental and very limited "laughableness,"
or Craft Unionism, despite its permanent and chronicaHy constitutional scabbery; in other words, either a
little and far-fetched amusemefit, or a mass of actual
tragedy. Industrialism
that form af economic organization thitt capitalist development dictates
dictates the output as the controlling fact which traces the
external lie of demarcation for the Local Industrial
Umon.
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What, now, determines the internal lines of demarcation for the Local Industria1 Union? As the fact ia
production that traces the boundary Eine of the Local
Industrial Union is the output, the cowelated fact in
grodgction, which traces the boundary lines between

the component factors of the Local Industrial Union,
that is, &e Trade and Shop Branches, is the tool.
Froh alI that precedes it follows that the Local Industha1 Union is a unit composed of a variety of
occupations.
The component parts of the Lacal Industrial Union
are the Trade and Shop Branches. These Branches consist of workers engaged in specific work; within each
Branch belong all and only those engaged in such specific work-' What characterizes their work in each insta'nce? T h e tool zased by each.
Sticking to the two illustrations - the printing industry md the traction industry
used before, all
the workers who in one locality contribute: to the output
printed Tatter belong in one Local Industria1 Union.
T'he specific occupation of all these workers is, however,
not the same. Some are compositors, others stereotypers, still others editors, etc. The specific work in each
instancq is different, requiring specific consideration.
Each specific occupation requires its own organizatign
-Branch. The tdol used by the ipdividual in his specific work determines the boundaries of his Branch, and
she Branch to which fie belongs - the workers whose
tool is the type-case or machine belong in a compositors"
Branch; the workers whose tool is the stereotyping a p
paratus, in a stereotypers' Branch; tbc workers whose
too1 is the pen belong in a witem' or editorid Branch ;
and ao forth. Iikewise with the traction industry. Differmtbeing the specific occupations of the workers who
jointly cmtr&ute tca the output transportation, eaeh
specific ocmpatim has irs a m specific businessM1,
requiring a specific Bwnch
$be workers whose too1 is the
motor belong in a motormen's Branch ;those1whose too1
is the machinery in the powerhouse belong in B power
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Brtnch;'sad sa forth. All the Trade and Shop Branchas
of each h
L Industrial Unioli, being prcip~Iyconnected by mpxtive representative bodies, 'conatitute
the 1md unit of Tndustrialism. With the Tradc and
Shop Branches there is order within the Local Industrial Union; witbout t h m there would be bedlam.
For the completion of this sketch in the descending
line of organization there remains one argsrnisrn to coneider the "Recruiting" or "Mixed Local." This organism is purely transitory. Its membets are transient.
59 long a5 there are not mugh worken in any one
vecific occltpstion to organize a Trade and Shop
Branch the worker i s temporarily housed in a Recruiting M, from which hc is transferred to a
Trade and Shop Branch of his industry, just as soon
as there are enwgh of such workers to constitute such
a Branch.

-

How dots Industrialism organize 7
From the sketch rapidlv traced above the answer is,
in the ascending line:
1st. By gdthering into and keeping in "Recruiting
Locals" the individual workers af whose specific occupation there may not as yet he enough to organize a
"Trade and Shop Branch.'"
2nd. By gathering into "Trade and Shop Branches"
all the workers who use the ideotical tool.
3rd. By gathering into "Izoeal Industrial Unions" all the several 'Trade and Shop Branches" whose
combined work furnishes a given output There can be
no "Local Industrial Union'hithout at least two
"Trade and Shop Branches."
These are the first three stages. The further stages
-

-

in the ascending line
Industdal Councils, National
Industrial Unions, and Industrial Departments - are
obvious. Their strumre, hence the method of their
organization, flows from the structure and reason for
the structure of the "Local Industrial Unian."

STRIMES AND THE 'PU8LIC

The Yonkers trolley strike-a

strike exemplary in

its manner of calling, the receiver of the road nat hav-

ing been forewarned and thereby invited to stack his
cards to defeat it
is affording the capitalist press;
from yehwest up to bluest, opportunity once more to
introduce to fame that mythical body always so prominentIy held to the k r t whmever a strike is on--the
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"public."
"The inconvmience ta the traveling public," '"the
vast neutral public affected," "the disintercsted but suffering publict'--.these are some of the: choice phrases
newspaper columns are just now ~ i n over
g with.
There is no such "pImb1ic."
Such a "p&fic" could only exist if its members
were totally isolated and devoid of concern in the outcome of the conflict. But is there in fact any such isolated fragment of the popdotion? Are the bakers out
on strike? Then shoemakers, miners, trolleymen, everybody who eats bread but is not either a baker or a
bakeshop owner, is called the "public." Are the shoemakers trying to raise their wages? +l%en the miners,
trolleymen and b a k e ~ v e r y o n enot a shoemaker or
a shot manufacturer-becomes the "publie." Are the
miners seeking a shorter workday T Immediately into

the "puirlic" are mcrrmorphused the shtmakers,
trolleymen and bakers ; a&* that is, except miners and
mine operators. Finally, is ~tthe trolleymen, as in this
instance, who call a halt an their emplayerninorder
to better their conditions? Presto 1 Into the "public"
are marshaled'
bakers, ininers add ehoemakdqseverybody who by chance is neither :rollcyman nor
trolley stnckhoIder. In other words, in each mse, the
so-called "public" is composed overwhehingly of
workingmen ( a d in only slight degree of employers)
who are them8elvcs cmthgents of the army &en engaged in the straggle, and as such have a directf a buming interest in the outcome.
Specious is the attempt to divide society into aployed. emplovers, and a neutral "public" between
them. The division is false. There are no such three
claspc9, There al e .hut two, the employed dass and the
employing, arid every individuat must be in either one
or the o&er.'Thc "public" is not a body aloof, and
foreip to the interests of the struggle. It is a body
romposed o f rcprescntatives of both the warring 4srnenttu As to the handfuI of emylspers, they know
where their dass interests lie, They are a mi&against
the strike. They will slander it, rant against it, and
even, if necessary, levy contributions upon themselves
to defeat it, No aloofness there. W h y then shpdd the
workera hold aloof?
As has been seen, every branch of labar may beromc by tarn engaged in a struggle ts better its conditions. T o sy eak of '%disinterestedness" and "aloofness" under sudl clmrmrltancm is to speak of "&intermtedncss*' and "doofness" to one branch of an
army while its cornrodes arc under fire. Every battalion
nf an army is directly concerned in the -victoryand defeat sf cvcw other <)i.a&afiOn.The repulse of onc is

the repulse of all; the advance of one is an advance
for all; the duty of each is to stand ready to support
by all passiblc means every effort of all.
SimiIsrlv the duty-nay, the very %afew--of the
workingman while a strike is on lies in his performing
every possihle act, in his enduring without grupbling
every discomfort, and in his gladly meeting every sacrifice,, if need be, to enabk his brothers ts, wia. He
who allows the cords of working-e'fsss unison to he
snappad within him by tnlk of the "pu&eW is worse
than the fish enticed to its undoing by a! tempting bait.
He XB taken In by a myth, pure and dritpIk,.

Workern strike afmpIy becau8u they rwt protest
ever^^ reBueUm, wem if f&Wed by nemmEty;
beeauae they ieaE bgtlgd to proclaim thst they, ae human
a@mt

b a f a g a , ~ n o t l M ~ t o b o t f f b ~ ~ ;

butsodal~~ollghtto~tothemashuman

~;bbcwae~wceontbeirpPrt~dbarecognwcn af meae a&ul cmultiom, an admtmdon of the
~tobthsbolarglcrolnbet0axploftthet~'of~~m

timemaadletthmnntaweinbad~ea~~gainatthiirthe
must rebel eo long as they have not lwt
dl human fu&img..
These a t r k q at f b t tamnmes,
metimea reeult Ln, weighty struggta; they W d e nathlrtg,
it is tsrtw, bat they m
m the
W t h t the decfaim b a a biefmm the boupohh and the proletariat
.is-a

en

..
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The &iIca a&mt an employer, or wfm agaigrmt arr
emp10yhg claaa, h not a method of myolution; it fis a
method of wariare within e x b t h g oofldltfons. It la a
tadt recoghition of an existSng d a l order. It Q mom;
it ia in the nature of a &chation of loyalQf to the ayetem in force. The wo&n@nan wfio gmw out on atrilte
mmdallIeavein&ehaadrroftbeerr~italiet;Ule
plant of pro8uctIm B y that mere fact Xie artmfts that
the employer t the rlghtful awner, at Wt as much is
impEd. The revolutionary act of the working clawa b d d that avct become neclessary by the attempt of the
c8pftdW clam of America to thwart the at of ths
b&bt-.Attll not be a etrlke. It will be the proelamation
-iaamd by the central authority of the fabgrdly org9ni&ad indut&I pmleW&Uo.cking out the a p i W
class from Uhe lll~tt0n''a 1118umtrim pmunclng itsall tbe
govement.
Nevertealw&tbaugh s atrUse ia not a
mlutfon, ft may lead directly thereto.
+DANIEL DR?IamM
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SQCWIST W

R PARTY

Resolution on Strikes
(Adopted by the National Exemtiv8 Cormnittee,
s o c Lalbor
~
Party, a y ~ ~ E E ~19
c40
M
.)
I. The Socialist Labar Party declares that strikes
by workers under capitalism cmstitute the logical and
unavoidable reactions QR the part of the workers to the
inhuman and uebcarable conditions imposed upon them
by a
system CcapitaIism) which places tbe workers in the caregory of commodities, and which accords
them as wage slaves a treatment economically not essentioUypdifferent from that accorded the chattel slave
or serf. Driven by the lash of hunger, subdued largely
by the, thought of the privations visited upon heir loved
ones if they refuse to submit to being exploited, but
goaded finally to rebellion by the utter misery and
degradation to which they and their families are eventually redtzmd, it is inevitable that they s h d d strike
back at their exploiters, however blindly, and however
mistaken they may be in their manner of striking back.
While reserving h e right to criticize the inadequacy
of the methods employed by the workers in seeking
redress on the economic field, the Socialist Carbsr Party
slpp~atldsthc spirit which prompts the workergto strike
against the inhuman wage slavery under which they
suffer. and, reaffirming its previous resolution^ and declarations on this head, pledges itself to the support
of striking workers in any manner consistent with the

principles and ultimate airn of the Party. In so doing
we also reaffirm our acceptance of the statement by
Daniel De Leon in his immortal address, "What
Means This Strike?" to wit :
"The attitude of workingmen engaged in a bona
iide strike is an inspiring one. It is an earnest that
slavery will not prevail. T h e slave alonc who will not
rise against his master, who will meekly bend his back
to the lash and turn his cheek to him who pIucks his
btard that slave alone i* hopeless. But the slave who
persists, despite Failures and poverty, in rebelling,
there is always hope for."
2. The Socialist Lahor Party, however, warns the
workers of America that strikes in and by themselves
cannot solve their prablems, let alone abolish the cause
which creates these prmblems, namely, the capitalist system. We emphasize that however understandable is
their resort to strikes and related activities, such efforts
and attempts at amclionating their loti must prove futile
while the capitalist system of priesitt: omers&p in the
land and the means of production prevails. As t h e .
great champion of the working dass, Karl Marx, once
said :
. the general tendency of capitalist praduction
is not to raise, but to sink the average standard of
wagts or to pusb the st$ut of labor more or less to its
minimum limit. ,%ch being the tendency of things in
this system, is this saying that the working class ought
to renounce their resistcnce against the encroachments
of capit 1, and abmtIan thcii attempts at making the
hest of t e occarionwl chances far their temporary impravement? If they did, they would be degraded to
one level mass sf broken wretches past salvation.
T h e necessity of debating their price with the capitalist
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is inherent,.to thcir [ h e worked j condition of having
t u sell themsdves as c a d t i t x . By cowardly giving
way in thcir evenday condict with capital, they d d
certa'mlv disqualify thernsel\.es for the bitirslting
- of any

larger morc&cne." .
PPhik t i c workers arc wage s1aves under capitalism, their ctmdition is bonnd to grow wbrse and mrsc,
and, whste ver intidental improvements or increaser in
wages groapa of workers may &chiwe,they are secured
either at tbt exy~cnseof the working claw as a whole,
or 6emu~cof a tempnrary mdition which happens to
favor such gruup~of mrbrers economidy. Nevertheless, and notwithstanding the factti refemd to, the
workers a w l resist the emuachmenl.s of their capitalist exploitem and th-h
their dapby-day struggles
seek i t Laat to maintain the prevsirmg working conditions where & a e carnot be improved.
3. The Socialist Labor Party points to the f a t
that capitahqn fated17 creates conditions whkh render
the lot of the workers ever mare precarious and insecure. The Party also points to the fact that attempts
at this stage at bettering their lot through legislative
enactments can reswlt in nothing but the fastening of
the chains of wage slavery upon them ever more firmly
and securely, whiie at the same time such legislative
enactments in effect mstimte certification of their
slavcrv, and amount, in fact, to a codification of thq
tern; of this slavery, besides accclemting the tendencies, and consolidating the social and economic forces
which, barring ~ r r l i s m must
,
inevitably lead to absalute economic serfdom. The Socialist Labr Party,
accordingIy, hecding the words, and acting in the spifit
of labor" great champions, Karl Nam. and Daniel De
LCQQ,
urges the working c h 3 of America to orgariize
into class unions to the end o f doing away with the

causes which now reduce them to the status of wage
slaves, and which inescapably block their every attempt

to throw off the yoke of this degrading and intolerable
slavery. The primary cause is mpiialisrn, but among
the subsidiary muses stand out prominently the outworn craft unions and the reactionary, so-called massosganiaatiotts known as the CIO, and kindxed bodies.
And last, but not least, there stand as enemies af lahart@emancipation from virtual economic serfdom the
corrupt labor leaders, Whether these are of the AFL
or CIO variety matters not at all, While on
the poIib.mrl field there stand prominently aa l h r ' s
enemies the political reformers and visionaries who
fraudulently $aim to be able to effect improvement of
the lot of the working class under capitalism through
the mere enmment of laws, even as h e smalIed labor
Ieaders falsely daim to be a l e to do so on the ecsnomic field.
To develop the requisite power with which to resist
the eneroachentrr of their capitalist exploiters, and
eventuaUy to effect their emandpatioh, 'ihe workem
mu9t organize into Socialist IndusfdaI Unions, thoroughly integrated, prepared ta take, hold and operate
the industries when through the {ball@a majority shaU
have decreed the abolition of capitalism, and the inauguration of the Sqcialist Republic of Labor.
9, Being unable to furnish employment to rnilliom
of workers [that is, in peacetime, or between wars],
and fearing the consequences of t h e e millipns .getting out of control and taking mattem inga their own
hands, the capitalist: dam, through their political pup
pets in national and state governments, has been armpelled to dole out relief, so-called, to the gtafving jab
less worken, though constantly seeking to k e q down
56

to its lowest level, or to reduce to such level, the pittance which they otherwise find themselves compelled
to hand out. The &ialist Labor Party warns the
workers not to barter their manhood, or their political
rights, privileges and prerogatives as citizens, for such
miserable
doles, While under the circumstances the
.
workers are compelled to, and naturally ought to, accept such so-called "reIief," we warn &ern not to regard such "reliefqqas either gifts or as measures leading
to permanent improvement of their condition. Where
such 'Yelief" is not absolutely prompted by their capitalist masters' mortal fear of working-cIass rebellion,
it is intended as bribes by scheming and corrupt o r reactionary politicians. "Relief9" then, should obviousIy
be accepted Iby the workers as the very Ieaslt they. are
entitled to as victims of a social system whose bmeficiaries live on the wealth produced sdlely by the working
class.
5. T o s u m up. While, therefore, the members of
the Socialist L b o r Party must never fail t o explain to
the workers the ultimate futility of all attempts made
by them 2 0 better their conditions under capitalism, and
whiIe k i a l f s t Labor Party members mast constantly
point out to the workers that there is no hope for them
except through a speedy overthrow of capitalism and
all its works, on the brssis of the program and principles of the Socialist Labor Party, no mmber of the
Party should belittle or underestimate the social significance of strikes and similar manifestations of working-clw rahllion, for the reasons stated before, and
on the principle, moreover, that a contented or h i s sive slave is P degraded and all but hopeless creature.
WhiIe it is not the function of S1.P members to encourage workers to strike under the prevailing c i m m stances, it is their duty to encourage and stimulate the

spirit and thc sentiment which prompt the arorkers to
strike, and thcy should also at the same time attempt to
direct that sentiment into revoluticmary channels via
Socialist political and economic orgasizationg, om the
lines laid down by the Socialist Labor Party.

READ THESE PAMPHLETS, TOO!
lW0 PAGE3 F'ROY ROMAN HIfWORY, by Daniel De
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8 O C Z U 8 T ZNDU~~TR'ZAL
UNIONZblY, The Workers'
P w a , by EFfo Etm. (84 pp-Mae 10 cents wtpdd.) Tbe g d of Sodali%m can be &evd
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the l d c of the CmM rdmggle* and in hcliatfst b d w W U d e the working elaers has
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p a q b t outlfnen the program of Socidbt IndwMd
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whtcli all workerr, are faadtar.

AUTQMATZON, by Eric Haas a d Stephen Emery. (64 gp.
A m 25 Cmts pastpaid.) This pmphlet tsUa "t.
workem &auld h o w abwt a u t o m s t f o what
~
employer~don't tell tham." It irr a non-tdmical, errPndly
the workem of autamatiop.
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